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Abstract

In the last decade, a large amount of data has been published in different fields and can be used as a data source for research and study. However, identifying a specific type of data requires processing, which involves machine learning classifying techniques. To facilitate this, we propose a general framework that can be applied to any social media content to develop an intelligent system. The framework consists of three main parts: an interface, classifier and analyzer. The analyzer uses media recognition to identify specific features. Then, the classifier uses these features and involves them in the classification process. The interface organizes the interaction between the system components. We tested the framework and developed a system to be applied to image-based social media networks (Instagram). The system was implemented as a mobile application (My Interests) that works as a recommendation and filtering system for Instagram users and reduces the time they spend on irrelevant information. It analyzes the images, categorizes them, identifies the interesting ones, and finally, reports the results. We used the Cloud Vision API as a tool to analyze the images and extract their features. Furthermore, we adapted support vector machine (SVM), a machine learning method, to classify images and to predict the preferred ones.
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1. Introduction

Recently, people’s dependence on social media has increased dramatically. They publish and browse a huge amount of information daily. This generates a huge
data foundation to conduct scientific studies in different fields. In business, [1] shows how analyzing Twitter data can outperform usual prediction methods in marketing. However, such data must be prepared and processed before use. The data must be classified automatically using machine learning methods to filter out irrelevant content. This classification ranges from simple methods such as clustering based on word-matching to more sophisticated techniques that involve natural language processing [2].

Although social media networks are considered as a good source to conduct studies and research, their data need to be processed due to the heterogeneity of its form and source. Usually, researchers perform a sort of filtering (machine learning classification methods) to extract the appropriate data. To simplify this process, we aim to design a general framework to apply the machine learning method to social media content. This framework can be used to implement intelligent systems. For example, it can be used to classify the tweets related to a specific topic on Twitter and deduce public perceptions on a topic. We tested this framework on social media that uses images as their basic content. We developed an online mobile application (My interest) that serves Instagram. The application aims to categorize and present the images that match the user’s preferences from all the accounts she/he follows.

In the rest of the paper, we introduce an overview of the knowledge domain related to social media and machine learning. Then, we present recent work that proposes frameworks to combine machine learning with social media. After that, we provide our framework and give the development details of the My interest application.

2. Background

Recently, social media has become an integral part of our daily lives and works as a platform for exchanging experiences, opinions, and information between users via different formats such as image, text, and video. It has many advantages. For example, it can help people to enrich their knowledge and improve their social skills [3]. Instagram is a social media application used to share images and videos. Users can like the images and videos shown by other users. When a user follows other accounts, he or she can automatically see all their posts and comments. Users can also add comments and locations to images and like each other’s images [4].

Image recognition is one of the oldest areas of research in the field of computing, and it provides us with a way to classify images. The ability to distinguish between a cat on a lawn and a dog on a couch and then to correctly label the animal is the main capability of image recognition. In essence, it is the process of identifying and detecting an object or a feature in an image or video [5]. Cloud Vision API is a free product that understands the content of images by recognizing them. The recognition is done by encapsulating powerful machine learning models using a Representational State Transfer (REST) API. This has many functions such as face detection, logo detection, and landmark detection [6].
Machine learning is one of the fastest growing fields in computer science, and its objective is to give machines the ability to learn from specific input variables [7]. In this case, the definition of learning indicates performance rather than knowledge [8]. To simplify, in machine learning, “a computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E” [9]. Supervised learning is the learning of a relationship between a set of input variables and output variables, and the prediction of a successful function to form the relationship. This is used to map new input [10]. Supervised learning has two subtypes: classification and regression. In classification, the output is discrete, while regression involves real values.

A **Support Vector Machine (SVM)** is formally defined as “a supervised learning method that generates input-output mapping functions from a set of labeled training data” [12]. SVM is one of the methods of supervised learning. Developed in the 1990s [11], this method can involve classification or regression. Classification is one of the linear two-class classifiers. Its required dataset contains $n$ labeled examples, with the example denoted by $x_i$ for the $i^{th}$ example in the dataset. The $y_i$ in $(x_i, y_i)$ for each example denotes the label associated with $x_i$, and $x_i$ is the input or pattern. Using these datasets, we learn our function and improve the ability to classify the new inputs, where each label corresponds to one of the two classes. Thus, we assume that the first class is +1 (positive examples) and the second is −1 (negative examples) [12].

Therefore, let us assume we have a plane that separates examples, specifically the positive from the negative. The points $x$ that lie on the plane satisfy

$$wx + b = 0,$$

where $w$ is normal to the plane, $|b|/\|w\|$ is the perpendicular distance from the plane to the origin, and $\|w\|$ is the Euclidean norm of $w$. Let $d+$ ($d−$) be the shortest distance from the separating plane to the closest positive (negative) example. The “margin” of a separating plane is defined as $d++ d−$. For the linearly separable case, the support vector algorithm looks for the separating plane with the largest margin. See **Figure 1**. When we determine the largest margin, we obtain the best classification for the dataset [13] [14].

### 3. Related Work

Many studies have proposed different frameworks to apply machine learning to social media data. Most of these frameworks were proposed to overcome specific issues related to the media structure or capacity. In [15], the proposed framework focuses on how to apply machine learning on multimedia with high dimensional features and how to overcome and minimize this high dimensionality. Another work presented by Low *et al.*, provided an abstract framework that supports data mining and machine learning techniques on a large scale distributed system [16].

Some frameworks were proposed for a specific field of study. In [17], the
framework presented emphasized how to analyze and classify social media content for political consideration. Another example was provided by Geola et al., which focused on applying the *support vector machine* to broadcast video and audio to detect if they are changed [18].

Some works, such as (Kuaa), designed a general framework that can be applied for different purposes. This automated framework was proposed and implemented based on workflow activity to execute a supervised machine learning experiment. The proposed framework consists of an interface to interact with the user, a framework core to manage the execution of the experiment and the repositories where the data is stored to perform machine learning activities.

Based on the previous literature, we aim to design an abstract framework to serve a different type of system. The framework allows these systems to adapt the machine learning method for application on social media content. Finally, we will test our framework and use it in designing and implementing a mobile web application “*My interest*”.

### 4. Problem Statement

Recently, social networks considered as a main source of datum due to the massive amount of information that are published through them. This information is related to different kind of topics as political information and opinion, health and medical facts, market ads, social events, personal profiles, dailies etc. Therefore, many researchers rely on them to provide inputs for their studies. Unfortunately, these inputs need to be processed and classify due to their heterogeneous nature. For instance, these inputs come in several forms as texts, images or videos. Furthermore, they can be gathered from informal sources as personal blogs and accounts to more formal references as government announcements and official statistics. Thus, these data should be processed and classified to get their anticipated advantages, which increase the overhead on researchers to conduct their studies.

To make this process simple and not time and effort consuming for research-
ers, we propose a framework that facilitate the process of analyzing and classifying social media contents. The framework should be general and applicable for different type of social media. Also, it should be abstract and not restricted to any specific type of classification technique or media analyzing method. Furthermore, it should be designed into separated modules which make it expandable and can encompass extra requirement.

5. Framework Design

The framework we propose consists of three main parts: interface, analyzer, and classifier. These components work together to apply machine learning classification to social media contents. The interface role is to retrieve the media from the social network through a web call and direct them to the analyzer to obtain their features. Then, the interface sends these features to the classifier to receive the classification result. Finally, the classification results can be used for the application’s main purpose. The framework is designed with a high level of abstraction as shown in Figure 2. This abstraction gives the developer the ability to add extra components or extra transactions between them if required.

The analyzer’s main role is to extract specific features to be used in the classification process. These features depend on the media type and the classification method. For example, if the media is a text, then the features could be the existence of words or phrases related to a specific topic. Additionally, the features could be colors, brightness, or the existence of a specific object if the media is an image. The type of classification method determines how to present these features, single or multiple, discrete or continuous, etc. In this framework, we intend to separate the analyzer to give the developer the choice of implementing or reusing an existing component as image recognition or a text context recognition library.

The last part is the classifier which is a machine learning component that classifies the media based on the given features. The developer should decide which type of classification method to use (supervised or unsupervised classification, etc.).

![Figure 2. Framework structure.](image-url)
6. **My Interests**

We tested our framework by developing a native mobile application called *My Interests*, which works as a filtering system for *Instagram* accounts. The application acts as another interface for *Instagram* where users have the choice of browsing their accounts using the official *Instagram* application or our application. The main task of *My Interests* is to filter out images that do not match a user’s preferences to save her/his time. The application infers a user’s preferences by analyzing the liked images from all the accounts she/he has followed. To achieve this, we employed an image analysis and recognition tool called *Cloud Vision API*, which recognizes the contents and features of an image, such as its main color range, people’s faces and emotions, as well as text, logos, etc.

Additionally, we used *support vector machine*, a machine learning method that uses previously liked images to classify newly posted images from all followed accounts into preferred or non-preferred images. The non-preferred images are then hidden and are not shown to the user. Therefore, we assume that the user already created an account on *Instagram* and has followed some users. Furthermore, we focus on graphical content (images) only, where video, text, and comment are not considered.

6.1. **Requirement Analysis**

Table 1 summarizes all the functional requirements of the *My Interests* application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement ID</th>
<th>Requirement ID</th>
<th>Requirement Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQ-1</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to use the application when he or she logs in to his or her account on <em>Instagram</em> by entering their <em>Instagram</em> username or email or phone number and the password.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-2</td>
<td>After a correct login process, <em>My Interests</em> logs in the user until he/she logs out.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-3</td>
<td>After the user logs in, <em>My Interests</em> shows the recently followed images without any filter and categories.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-4</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to stop or apply filtering to the images anytime.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-5</td>
<td>If the user chooses to stop filtering, <em>My Interests</em> shows the user recently followed images without a filter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-7</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to like an image.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-8</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to remove like from an image.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-9</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to stop or classify the images into categories anytime.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-10</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to apply filtering to the recently followed images to find the user’s interests.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-11</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to hide or show ads’ images anytime.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-12</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to show or hide the recommended places that match his/her interests.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-13</td>
<td><em>My Interests</em> allows the user to log out.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To insure Security and privacy, My Interests does not view any information for a user without a valid login to his or her official account on Instagram. The application interface is similar to the Instagram graphical interface to make it simple and clear for the users.

6.2. System Architecture and Design

My Interests’ general architecture extends the framework we proposed. It employs the cloud vision API and SVM library as the analyzer and classifier. The application itself represents the interface component in the framework. Additionally, My Interests requires a local database to store and retrieve images with their features. It also connects with Instagram through web calls to log into a user account and get its contents as described in Figure 3.

6.3. System Implementation and Testing

My Interests application was developed as an object-oriented mobile application that was implemented in the Java language using Android Studio. In My Interests we used the Cloud Vision API tool to extract image features. We also used the SVM library to classify the images depending on the features. We developed a database to store images and their features. Our database was implemented in MySQL and placed on a web server. We tested My Interests by considering each interface page in the application as a unit. We designed a detailed test plan, and the application passed all the test cases. Then, we integrated all the components and the application passed the regression test. The following Table 2 summarizes the test cases.

We tested the performance of My Interests based on the time complexity of the system response and its reliability. The complexity was calculated using big-O notation for the main or critical transactions in the application.
Table 2. Test cases result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Testing Details</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Login</td>
<td>This component was tested using the JUnit framework</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forget Password</td>
<td>This component was tested manually. If the user enters invalid login information, then a message will show, and she/he can press Forget? to reset the password.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Images</td>
<td>This component was tested manually, and it has two cases. First, when the user presses filter images, if he/she doesn’t like images, then an alert will show to the user. Second, when the user presses filter images, and he/she likes the images. Then, SVM will classify the recent images and predict if the image belongs to the user’s interest or not.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop Filtering</td>
<td>This component was tested manually. When the user presses again on filter images, then My Interests will show the recently followed images without a filter.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like Image</td>
<td>This component was tested using the JUnit framework</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide Ads</td>
<td>This component was tested manually. When the user presses hide ads, the icon will change color from red to black, and all ad images will be hidden.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Recommended Images</td>
<td>This component was tested manually. When the user presses the recommended place icon in the navigation bar, it shows all recommended images depending on the location of the liked images.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories Images</td>
<td>This component was tested manually. When the user presses the category icon in the navigation bar, it shows several images under the category.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Out</td>
<td>This component was tested manually. After the user presses the log out icon, the application redirects the user to the login UI.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complexity of extracting information from Instagram is $O(n)$ where $n$ represents the number of content units (images). Additionally, the time complexity to classify images using linear SVM is $O(m*l)$, where $m$ represents the number of training examples and $l$ is the number of features. We also measured the accuracy of My Interests, and the result was satisfactory where 85% of the images were classified correctly as preferred images which are reasonable for a machine learning method.

After finishing the functionality and performance tests, we developed a brief questionnaire to test user acceptance of the application. The questionnaire was answered by a group of 45 people selected randomly from mobile device users. After receiving the feedback, the result was positive as shown in Figure 4.

7. Conclusion

The demand for applying machine learning classification to social media content has increased and become a necessity for many studies and surveys. We intended to make this step simple and applicable by developing a framework for developing software that applies machine learning to social media content. The framework is very abstract and simple. It is decomposed into three basic
components: classifier, analyzer and interface. This design allows it to extend to include additional components as required. Future work will focus more on each component and give different versions that apply to several types of applications.

Based on the proposed framework, we developed an Android-based mobile application called My Interests, which works as a filtering system for Instagram accounts. The application offers several services such as: filtering the images to find the user’s preferences, hiding ads, categorizing images into different types and showing recommended places to the user. The application was tested by random users through simple questionnaires, and the feedback was acceptable and showed positive results. According to the questioners’ feedback, we intend to consider some suggestions in the next version of this application. Currently, the system supports English language only and works on Android platforms. In the future, My Interests may support other language and may be available to other mobile system as IOS. In addition, we may apply filter not only on the Images but also on the videos and take comments on consideration. Also, My Interests can be developed to consider other popular social networks such as Twitter, Flicker, Facebook etc.
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